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December 9, 1990
PEACE BE WITH YOU! Enter into a time of communication with the Creator and know that as you
continue in meditation, it is so that the spirit within you is communing with that One who is indeed the
Creator of us all.
It is suggested to you now that you ask for that which is necessary for you with regard to the physical
body. Know that as you ask, it shall be received. And so this one would come, suggesting that you ask for
the help you need at this moment. (There was a moment of silence.)
And may your request be filled by the One who is the Creator of us all. And so this one comes again
as Messenger of the Creator to again bring to you information. This one comes indeed as a MESSENGER
and would allow you to know that inasmuch as this one has deemed it fit to identify to you as a
Messenger of the Creator, you are to understand that this is the case… that indeed this one does come as a
Messenger to bring to you information that is both fitting and a thing of Truth as you gather here as
OMEGA. And so this one now would continue with information that is deemed important to you at this
time in your life on Earth as OMEGA.
Know this… that in the times past when this one has come to you as Messenger and has given you
information, there is often opportunity for you to use the information that has been given. And so this one
would ask that you listen carefully to these words of wisdom that are being given to you and that you
indeed attempt to gain that which is necessary for you from these things that are given to you. Else it is to
no avail that this one comes to your midst and would communicate through this one who is channel. And
so it is that this one would come again to advise you of those things that are necessary for you at this time.
As you are gathered here, you are well aware of the needs of each of you as you are here in physical
body. You are well aware of the needs of those who are not present in this circle of the OMEGA. And so
you have been in a time of seeking healing of the physical body for those who are here present and those
who are not present. Know this... even as your prayers are sent forth for the healing of those to whom you
have given your own energies for healing, indeed those energies are transferred to their bodies. It is not
that which you would understand as instant healing for those to whom the energies are directed, but know
that the energies indeed transfer to the bodies of those for whom you have sought healing. As those
energies enter into those bodies, there is set in motion that which would give the bodies into which the
energies are transferred an opportunity to accept those energies and use them for the healing of that body
which is in need. Understand, too, that it is not always the desire of the physical body to which you are
sending such energy to receive those energies and to be healed. But when there is an earnest prayer for the
healing of that one and it is known that that one would indeed be desirous of such healing, then it is
known that those healing energies can be given to that one and can be so assimilated in that body that they
will indeed then invoke healing to the body. Know that there is much involved in that which you call
‘spiritual healing’. It does not come simply because there is need, but it comes because there is a request
for healing. You are fully understanding of that information which is given to you in your Scriptures that
if something is desired it must be asked for. Know that indeed the Creator is fully aware of the desires of
mankind, but it is also known that they must be aware that in order to receive those things, they must in
turn request those things. And so one does not sit back and simply say, “Well, it will be my desire to have
healing, but I do not need to ask for it. It will come!” That is not the ‘rule of thumb’ for this which is the
spiritual source of healing! Know this… that those words given to you in that which you call your
Scriptures do indeed carry Truth; and those words simply say to you, ‘Ask!’ Ask for that which you
would need. Ask for that which would give you the strength that you need. Ask for that which would
bring you physical healing. And ask for that which will bring you strength of spirit and cleansing of spirit.
As you then ask, believe that indeed you will receive that for which you ask.
It is known that many receive information and then doubt that such can be done. Know this, too, that
unless you believe those promises that are made to you, you will not receive. It is known that in order for
you to receive that which has been promised to you, you must believe that it can be so. You believe that
you will awaken in the day to come and that indeed there will be a new day and there will be what you
call the ‘sunshine.’ This you believe because it has occurred over and over again in your life. But it is

often hard for mankind to believe that something will occur which has never before occurred in their
lifetime. And so often, you must experience that ‘asking will bring that which you are asking’, and once
you have experienced this, then it is known that there is no difficulty for the physical mind to fully
understand that indeed asking does bring the reward for which you are seeking.
This one comes as Messenger of the Creator to again bring you some Truths that were given to you
in the time past and yet are not available to you in a form to which you may refer. And know that this one
will attempt to give you such thoughts as are necessary for you at this time.
Be aware that those of you who are here often have the opportunity to give assistance to others; and
as you have that opportunity, it is often a fleeting opportunity upon which you must act quickly. If you are
not of a mind to act quickly when there is a cause for you to act upon, those opportunities may become a
fleeting thing, and as time passes, you no longer have the opportunity to help another. Be alert to the
needs of others in your life at this time and know that as the spirit within you directs you to assist those
who are coming to you for assistance and help, allow it to be so that you would immediately seek to give
assistance that is necessary. This one comes with this information inasmuch as you often allow yourself
to become involved in the day-to-day activities and simply neglect to see the need of your brother who is
standing beside you. And as you neglect that which is so badly needed, the spirit within you is in a time of
grieving because there has not been action taken to help the one who is in need. And so this one would
come to ask that you receive this. Allow the spirit within you to, at this moment, receive a spiritual
blessing that will enable it to be more forceful in your life at this time. And so, as you sit very quietly you
will begin to understand that you are receiving an outpouring of spiritual energy that is directed toward
the spirit within you. Simply open your heart and your mind and allow your spirit to receive. (We sat for a
period of silence.)
You are indeed now blessed with an outpouring that will strengthen your spirit; and you should go
forth from this place, mindful that the spirit within you will be more forceful in the days to come as there
is an opportunity to help others who are in need at this time.
This one comes to tell you this, also. Even as you are here in group as OMEGA, there are others
throughout the Earth who are known as OMEGA who are seeking for that which is a belongingness, that
which is necessary for them to form a ‘knowing’ that indeed they are of the overall OMEGA. Within their
hearts they know they are searching. It is necessary often for those of you who are OMEGA to simply
send forth your thoughts “I am OMEGA and I draw all others who are OMEGA on this Earth Plane
to me. Hear my thoughts. Feel my energies.” Allow this thought to be sent forth daily from you and
you will draw to you those who are in need of knowing their Oneness with all of OMEGA at this time.
And you may ask at this time, “Why is it necessary for this ingathering of all who are known as
OMEGA?” You are truly aware, now, that indeed you are OMEGA. You have been the nucleus for the
ingathering of the OMEGA, and you have seen this which is known as OMEGA grow in number as
others have come to know you. Be aware that it is for the purpose that has been stated to you, the
preparedness that you will need at the time of a chaos on the Earth Plane. As others feel the need and
know they can be drawn to you, they will indeed begin to come in more numerous numbers than in the
past. Each one who is OMEGA now must allow that thought to go out daily . . . “I AM OMEGA! I draw
unto myself all others who are OMEGA.” and allow it to be so.
There is a need at this time on the Earth Plane for this to begin to occur, and those of us who are in
the Spirit Realm are now acting as a catalyst to allow this to be so. We who are spirit are well aware of
the need, and so we send forth those energies that are necessary for all who are seeking, and know that
each of you who are OMEGA send forth your thoughts, they will become energies that will combine with
the energies that are sent forth from Spirit, and thus will draw to you and to others who are OMEGA
those who need to come to you. This is not a time in which you can simply sit back and know that people
will be drawn to you. You must take action at this time. And so this one who comes as Messenger would
ask that you prepare to take time daily to send forth this thought.. .that it may be so that others will be
drawn to you.
And allow this one who comes as Messenger to tell you this, with regard to those events that are
taking place on the Earth at this time. Know that there is some movement toward peace on Earth at this
moment. Know that it is simply that a ‘flicker of light’, as you would know it. But know that this is better

than no light at all! And so it would be the desire of those who are in Spirit to join with each of you who
are OMEGA to be in prayer for those who command the nations to seek after peaceful solutions to all that
conflict that is occurring upon the Earth Plane. It is the will of God that all who are living on the Earth at
this time would now begin to seek to live in peace. It is now approaching a time where this must be so,
and in order for it to be so, those few of you who are on the Earth Plane as peacemakers must now begin
to send forth prayers and thoughts for peace throughout the world. Know that even as there is a small
beginning now, it does allow some action to be taken that may indeed lead to a peace that will surround
the Earth. And if you would, think upon this. Allow yourself to attempt to imagine peace upon this planet
that you call Earth! Allow your self to imagine that! Know that what you can imagine can occur. If you
can think it within your physical mind, it can be so. Know that every thought that one has had upon the
Earth Plane which has resulted in something that benefited mankind has come as a thought from one
individual; and you as an individual can send forth your thought of peace and ask that it be received by
someone else who in turn will send forth thought of peace. It can indeed generate that which you would
know as an energy that will surround the Earth Plane. See it surrounded with a peace energy, a love
energy, and know that it can be so!
This one would come to advise you that this must be a daily activity on your part. And know this . . .
that even as you take time to sit for meditation and send forth these thoughts, that which is the energy that
you must use for the earning of your living will simply be multiplied many times over. You will not lose
anything that you now desire with regard to what you must accomplish by taking time to send forth these
thoughts of love and of peace and of healing. Know that it can be so. You simply, in turn, will be
strengthened.
This one comes now as Messenger of the Creator and would ask that you understand that this one
does indeed come in the will of the one you call God; and know that within you is that aspect of the
Creator that enables you to become One of great strength, that enables you to become One of great vision,
and One of great ability. Allow your own physical mind to accept this, and open your hearts and your
minds that this will be so. Allow now your own physical body to be healed, for indeed it can be healed.
Allow your physical mind to accept that it can be healed. To receive, you must accept. And may it be so.
Go in peace.
End of contact
MAY GOD BLESS YOU WITH A BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS!
The one who is the Christ was indeed in the body of the one who was Jesus on Earth. Should it come
to you now as a surprise that the One who was the Christ would come to you again? It must not be that
way. The one who is the Christ comes to you again to allow you to know love of each other, love of God
for each of you, and love of this One who comes as the Christ Spirit for each of you. As a result of that
love, you will be able to understand the Truths that are brought to you, now and in the past . . . those
things that have come to you through those spirits that have been your teachers, that have come to guide
you across this which is a rocky path, to receive Truth, to learn about that which is Spirit Within, so that
you can understand that which is your Creator . -- You are to recognize that within every body on Earth
there is that which is of the Creator, regardless of stature, regardless of color, regardless of race. You are
one. You are together. You are spirit of the Creator. And so as you pray that God’s will will be done on
this Earth, you are indeed praying that each individual on this Earth at this time would indeed be your
brother in spirit. Praise be to God that you can indeed recognize this. (Christ Spirit, 11-13-88)

